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Abstract

Included in this report are the details of our solution to Phase
4 of Project 1. The project required this team to draw on pre-
vious code submissions for Project 1 in MEAM620 that cul-
minated with the implementation of a controller for a KMel
Nano+ to follow a planned trajectory. The final phase con-
sisted of 2 parts; a controller and a trajectory planner. Our
controller was adapted from code produced by Jay Davey in
Project 1 Phase 2. Our trajectory planner was adapted from
code by Alex Burka and Gabrielle Merritt in Project 1 Phase
3. Unknown waypoints were provided that the quadrotor had
to navigate through. This report details how our group was
able to fly a micro aerial vehicle along the path we found
through a list of unknown waypoints.

Methods

For this assignment we broke the work into two main sections,
the first being the position controller for the quadrotor (at-
titude was handled on board the quadrotor), and generating
smooth trajectories for the controller to follow.

Controller

PID architecture

Our controller was designed with a linearized model of the
quadrotor and a nested control structure. The same controller
was used for hovering, single waypoint navigation and multi
waypoint navigation. A nested control structure was used so
that the attitude controller could run at a faster rate (1kHz)
than the position controller (100Hz). Figure 1 shows a block
diagram of our control architecture.

Figure 1: Controller Architecture

Equations for Control

First we obtained the error between the desired angular and
linear positions and velocities

Linear Position Error Angular Position Error Linear Velocity Error Angular Velocity Error
ex = xdes − xcrnt eφ = φdes − φcrnt ėx = ˙xdes − ˙xcrnt ep = pdes − pcrnt
ey = ydes − ycrnt eθ = θdes − θcrnt ėy = ˙ydes − ˙ycrnt eq = qdes − qcrnt
ez = zdes − zcrnt eψ = ψdes − ψcrnt ėz = ˙zdes − ˙zcrnt er = rdes − rcrnt

Using the error between desired and actual position we cal-
culated which positions and velocities should be commanded
to the motors.

Gains

After testing a variety of the gains we found that the suggested
gains in the lab manual worked well for our system.

X Gains Y Gains Z Gains φ Gains θ Gains ψ Gains
Kp,x = 10 Kp,y = 10 Kp,z = 15 Kp,φ = 1.6 Kp,θ = 1.6 Kp,ψ = 1
Kd,x = 5 Kd,y = 5 Kd,z = 7 Kd,φ = .1 Kd,θ = .1 Kd,ψ = 0

Commanded Positions

φcmd =
1

g
ẍcmd sin(ψcrnt) − ÿcmd cos(ψcrnt)

θcmd =
1

g
ẍcmd cos(ψcrnt) + ÿcmd sin(ψcrnt)

ψcmd = ψdes

Commanded Accelerations

ẍcmd = ẍdes +Kp,xex +Kd,xėx

ÿcmd = ÿdes +Kp,yey +Kd,y ėy

z̈cmd = z̈des +Kp,zez +Kd,z ėz

Since we assuming that the quadrotor’s position will
remain near hover we assume that

pcmd = 0 , qcmd = 0 , rcmd = ψ̇des

Controller outputs

u1 = m(g + z̈cmd)

u2 =

kp,φeφ + kd,φep
kp,θeθ + kd,θeq
kp,ψeψ + kd,ψer


For thrust since the MRSL’s communication architecture re-
quires thrust in grams we scaled our thrust (u1) by 1000:
trpy = [1000u1/g, φcmd, θcmd, ψcmd]
drpy = [0, 0, 0, 0]
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Controller limits

All of the errors and quadrotor command values are inter-
nally limited by our controller, in an attempt to keep things
near the linearization point and prevent a runaway robot.

Maximum error in x, y, z that goes into the controller
equation:
ex = 0.75 , ey = 0.75 , ez = 1.52

Maximum angle allowed for roll and pitch:
φmax = 40 ∗ π

180 , θmax = 40 ∗ π
180

Maximum overall thrust sent to quadrotor:
Fmax = 4mg , Fmin = .05mg

Maximum moments sent to quadrotor:
Mxy,max = 0.01 , Mz,max = 0.01

Trajectory Generation

For generating most of the trajectories we used Gabby’s tra-
jectory generation algorithm. After eliminating straightaways
on the path, the trajectory generator finds an appropriate
amount of time each section of the path should take; this is
done by taking the cube root of the distance between two
successive points and scaling them by some constant (in this
case 2) to ensure the quadrotor will not try to accelerate from
point to point too quickly. After generating a vector of times
for each segment of the path we fit a quintic spline to generate
a minimum jerk trajectory for each path segment.

Spline Generation for Helix

For the helix (See Follow Waypoint Path 3), we used Alex’s
smoothing algorithm which first eliminated straight aways on
the path leaving only the corners. This is done by taking
a numerical second derivative of the path, and eliminating
points with no curvature. Afterwards we used a quintic spline
to generate a minimum jerk trajectory of points, velocities
and accelerations near the corners of the path (stopping at
each corner). After now having a more accurate mapping of
the path, we interpolated a cubic spline, passing through only
every 100th point of the minimum jerk trajectory, which gave
a smooth trajectory, without stopping at every corner point.
We only used this method on the helix path, since the other
paths had relatively few points, or many corners that occur
in quick succession.

Results and Discussion

Our results indicate that our controller and trajectory plan-
ning code was able to fly the quadrotor through a given list
of waypoints. Some error can be observed in particular in
the z-direction of the commanded trajectories. This could
have a few possible explanations. In the lab manual docu-
mentation (page 3) there is a value for the z-offset that is
set at 100mm. Theres a possibility that this value might not
be correct and instead should be closer to 148mm, which is
100mm + 48mm our average error in the negative z-direction.

If the offset instead were 148mm then our average error could
have been close to zero. Instead, our average error was around
48mm over the course of the trajectories. The maximum error
with the 100mm offset was -78mm. If the offset were 148mm
our maximum error would have been -30mm. Other ways we
could improve on the steady state error could include adding
an integral term to the PD controller. We also might not
have had an optimally tuned Kp,z gain (not high enough).
Another explanation could be that the value for the weight
of the quadrotor could have been off but it is unlikely to have
affected the controller by this amount of error observed. See
graphs in appendix A.

Conclusion

Our group was successful at flying a quadrotor through a pro-
vided list of waypoints that was used to generate a trajectory
for our controller. Our maximum error occurred in the z-
direction and we suspect that it was mainly due to using an
incorrect offset value for the vicon system. Other than the
constant z offset error, most of the errors in the x and y posi-
tion occurred when we were commanding aggressive pitching,
roll, or yaw angles. Upon further inspection we realized that
attitude controller was only controlling pitch, and setting roll
to 0 and effectively not controlling yaw at all, so for trajecto-
ries like Follow Waypoints 4 with fast changes in position our
position controller had to compensate for the fact that roll
and yaw were not being set.
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Follow Waypoint Path 1 Follow Waypoint Path 2
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Follow Waypoint Path 1 Follow Waypoint Path 2
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Follow Waypoint Path 3 Follow Waypoint Path 4
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